
The Power of Positive 
DOING 

Means Taking 
ACTION 



Take the Right Action 

Act your way to right thinking. 

Create new habits. 

Take steps forward; no matter how small. 

Initiate desired changes in your life. 

Open up and ask for help and support. 

Never give up on yourself. 



 “Thoughts Lead to Actions.” 

 “Actions Lead to Thoughts.” 

 “People who feel good about 
themselves produce good 
results.” 

 “People who produce good 
results feel good about 
themselves.” 

 



How Do You Change People’s 
Self-Esteem? 

No one knows that, but we do 
know how to change a person’s 
behavior 

 

“Start with the behavior and the 
Self-Esteem will follow.” 



“Trying to define yourself is 
like trying to bite your own 

teeth.”  
                    ~ Alan Watts 

 



 self-esteem (n.) 1650s, from self- + esteem (n.). Popularized 

by phrenology, which assigned it a "bump" (Spurzheim, 1815). 

 phrenology (n.) 1815, literally "mental science," from phreno- + -logy 

"study of." Applied to the theory of mental faculties originated by Gall and 

Spurzheim that led to the 1840s mania for reading personality clues in 

the shape of one's skull and the "bumps" of the head.  

 self- word forming element indicating "oneself," also "automatic," from 

Old English use of self (pron.) in compounds, e.g. selfbana "suicide," 

selflice "self-love, pride, vanity, egotism," selfwill "free will 

 esteem (v.) mid-15c., from Middle French estimer (14c.), from Latin 

aestimare "to value, appraise”.   At first used as we would now use 

estimate; sense of "value, respect" is 1530s.  Related: Esteemed; 

esteeming.  esteem (n.) (also steem, extyme), mid-14c., "account, 

worth," from French estime, from estimer (see esteem (v.)). Meaning 

"high regard" is from 1610s. 
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The Power of Thought 

 For centuries people have pointed out the 
power of thought to shape our destiny; and 
that is certainly true. 

 We become what we think about. 

 But the problem is “controlling your thoughts”. 

 Sometimes our thoughts can be channeled in a 
positive direction. 

 Other times they race out of control; like wild 
monkeys jumping all over the place. 

 You don’t know which monkey to grab first. 



 It’s difficult to change internal things like 
negative thoughts, beliefs, attitudes, and 
self-doubt. 

 It’s easier to change external things like 
behavior. 

 So start by changing a person’s behavior, and 
lo and behold, the thoughts, beliefs, and 
attitudes will fall into place. 

 You can help people act their way to “right 
thinking”. 

Change Behaviors 



 So even if my mind wants to get rebellious 
and the negative self-talk begins, I “act as 
if” I have a positive attitude, even when I 
don’t feel it. 

 If I “act as if” I do, sooner or later my 
attitude always starts to shift in a positive 
direction. 

 As I get things done, I start to feel better; 
that sense of accomplishment lifts my 
spirits and makes me feel  happy. 

“Act As If” 



 “Fake it until you make.”   

 “I have been terrified every day of my 
life but I never let it keep me from doing 
anything I wanted to do.”                                     
     – Georgia O’Keefe 

 “You can’t always control your thoughts 
but you can control your word, and 
eventually the word impresses the 
subconscious and wins out every time.” 

What’s in a Word? 



What’s in a Word? 

Assess your options 

Call up your courage 

Take your first steps 

(from SimpleTruths.com) 


